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These expansion loops carry geothermal stearn from well 
drilled to a depth of more than 1.5 mi. to Pacific Gas aM 
Electric's plant at The Geysers, Sonoma Counly, Califoml& 
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The economic importance of salt domes has been 
recognized throughout the world, primarily because 
of oil and gas accumulations on their flanks, and to 
a lesser degree, for the value of their salt and 
potash. Recently they have become of value as 
hosts for cavities used to store hydrocarbons. In the 
near future we believe that their main value will 
be a source of geothermal energy. 

Although tremendous effort has been expended 
on the understanding of the geology and physical 
characteristics of the strata intruded by salt domes, 
relatively little energy has been exerted in the com
prehension of the salt dome itself. Salt domes have 
long been recognized as a geological heat anomaly. 
\V ith respect to other sedimentary rocks, salt is a 
good conductor of heat. Expressing values in 10-

3 

cgs units, sedimentary rocks vary from 1.0 to 8.0; 
metamorphic rocks from 5.2 to 8.4 and igneous 
rocks from 3.1 to 9.8. Rock salt in its pure form has 
a 1:hermal conductivity of 17. Thus a salt dome can 
be expected to act as a conduit bringing heat verti
ca 11y from deep within the earth's crust. 
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This was in part substantiated in 1958 when a", 
horizontal core hole was drilled from within the I 
Avery Island Mine at the 500 ft level. The hori
zontal hole was started where the ambient teDl- I' 
perature of the salt was 74°F. and drilled to\vard 
the center of the dome. At the end of the 2000 ft 
hole the temperature was 90°F, indicating a hori- I 
zontal temperature gradient of 7°F.j1000 feet. Be
cause this core hole penetrated a shear zone con
taining connate water that appeared as a "cold I 
spot" on the temperature gradient, the foregoing 
data can only be regarded as indicative. 

The source rock of our southern salt domes is the 
Louann formation. Depending on' the location of 
the dome, the Louann has been estimated to have 
been buried at a depth of 40,000 to perhaps as 
deep as 60,000 ft. Balk has estimated thflt salt 
domes at a depth of 25,000 feet experience a tenl
perature of 570°F. GUSSOW31 states that salt be
comes completely plastic in all axial directio~s at 
662"F. Hiroy35 reports, at a depth of 14,5a1 ft 
the temperature of a salt dome was recorded to be 

460°F. 
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domes. Another factor which should be 
consideration is the heat generated as the 

~ mO\'ed along its dodecahedral glide plane, 
in the case of the younger domes, would 

had less time to dissipate. It has also been 
that the salt in the base of the dome is of 

temperature than the surrounding rocks . 
. v'ree with this theory since the thermal con-
it\· of the salt would allow for the heat's 

. up the stock of the dome. 

salt dome as shown below could act as a conduit, 
heat vertically from deep within the earth's 

Source of the salt is the Louann formation, buried 
~,OOO ft. 

\Ve know thermal conductivity K= 

Heat Row 

calories (or Btu's) 
time X distance X temperature change 

The thermal conductivity of rock salt varies from 

8 X 10-3 cal/cm2-sec.-cO-cm 

to 17 X 10-3 cal/cm2-sec.-cO-cm 

(1.93 Btujhrjft2rF jft to 4.16 Btujhrjft2 rF jft) 
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Diagram of a single-well system shows the PIping con· 
figuration required to produce hot brine. Hot oil is used to 
prevent crystallization during the Zlscenl. 

The value of thermal conductivity varies with tem
perature. This value is two to five times that of 
most sedimentary rocks associated with salt domes. 
Heat flow is accomplished by conduction, radiation 
and convection mechanism along certain tempera
ture gradients. The heat flow in salt domes should 
depend upon a complex combination of the heat 
flow by the agencies of all mechanisms. 

The average heat flow in the Gulf Coast area is 
1.2 X 10-6 cal/cm2-sec. whereas the geothermal 
flow rate in salt domes has been found to be 
between 6.2 X 10-6 cal/cm2-sec. to 10.1 X 10-6 

cal/cm2-sec. The heat flow, which is a product of 
temperature gradient and thermal conductivity, is 
five to eight times larger than in the average area. 
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The geothermal gradient also varies by a Wi~ 
margin. Temperatures of 330°F. at 10,000 tl , 
455°F. at 15,000 ft, 580°F. at 20,000 ft are 'Pi~ , 
cal in salt domes. The 
\vill vary from 2.20 to 2.6°F./IOO ft. The aeo
thermal gradient will also vary according to b the 
location of the probe in the dome itself. 

There area number of ways the geothermal helt 
of the salt domes can be utilized. Some of the typi
cal concepts are outlined below. 

I 

Geothermal Saturator Ii 
In this concept a salt dome is drilled to a p~ , ' 

determined depth of between 12,000 and 15,000 , 
, ft, depending on the characteristics of the do~ J 

and the location on that dome. A single-well sys
tem or a two-well system is created. In a single
well system the water is injected into the outer an- J 
nulus and pumped into the cavity with the resultant 
brine being forced up the central tubing. Numer
ous piping configurations can be used. Hot oil is 
used to keep this central tubing warm to preve~ 
crystallization during the hot brine's 2% mi flow 
to the surface. It is probable that two additional 
strings of pipe would be required; one for an oil 
or pneumatic pad while the other might be a "sand 
string" depending on the quantities of anhydri t? 
sand that were produced. 

A more preferred system embodies the construc
tion of two wells drilled to the desired depth. OIlt 
would be deflected from its vertical trajectory t 
over the course of its last few thousand feet. The 
lower portion would be underreamed after installi-
tion of the main. casing. I 

After a bore hole survey had located the preci.<t 
position, a second wen, which subsequently would 
become the prop-uction well, would be drilled to t 
intel:sect the underreamed portion of the Erst weil 
It would be cased in such a manner as to insulate • 
and/or protect the brine tubing from heat IoS5~ f 
which might cause the premature crystallization ct 

salt in the production tubing. ' I 
The nether ends of the wells, if not connectcl 
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by intersection, can be connected by using one ~ , 
several other devices that are available. With tl:~ " 
connection of the two wells water is circulated 
clown the injection well and ~roduced through t1;c J 
adjoining well. In the case of the geoth~rmal sa~' 
tor, the main purpose is to produce a brine suH:i~ 
cientl)' hot so that it flashes to produce salt a.,:" 
steam. Thus, any domal temperature sufficien~ly ,J:) 

excess of the 2:Z0°F. bOiling point of brine will IX' " 

satisfactory to meet the needs of the process. I 
Before the selection of a temperature depth fer . ",''., 

the location of the cavity's construction within tl:~ f ././ 
dome, certain basic parameters must be established f \ 
such as the total volume of salt the facility is elf" 'I· \ . d ,;1 ./ 
pected to produce, the temperature reqUlre .J \./ 
the brine at the wellhead, and the average rate ... ' V' 
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.~ tIil well is expected to produce. During the 
'lfh \outh of the cavity, an undersaturated 

t '\ri'li i)(' produced. As the cavity grows, the re
:,1 tii1~t' in the cavity gro\ys with an increase in 
uHni:'. an 
.:. :\' the cavity matures the support of the 
. ill :I;C deviated hole or injection well will be 
;".J ~.lllsing the casing to seek a plumb posi
[n: t:lally it will be necessary to carry an oil 

-::c UIlL~tiC pad around the injection well to limit 
:.. "rtic.: growth of the cavity. 
I.; :llL d,·cp-seated cavity is under high pressure 
; :l'lllp:]elture, plastic closure of the salt cavity 
np.:ckd. Extensive studies in rock mechanics 

system, showing the under-reamed section after 
tlStallation of the main casing. 

have verified that a desired shape and size of the 
cavity can be maintained and controlled closures 
can be achieved. The plastic movement \vill pre
vent any sudden roof fall or other forms of unex-

The high rate of geothermal heat How will con
tinually replenish the extracted heat and thereby 
assure the continuous operation of the process. In 
every case the rate of heat flow, plastic closures, 
and the rate of extraction of hot brine have to be 
properly balanced to ensure optimum recovery. 

The adyances in drilling technology, especially in 
the oil industry, have shown that problems asso
ciated with high pressure and temperature in deep 

Water circulated down the injection well will produce a 
youthful cavity (shaded area). 
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drilling can be overcome. For the continuous suc
cess of the process, proper heat control must be 
maintained in.the injection well, in the cavity, and 
in the production well. The success of the process 
will depend primarily upon successful heat insula
tion in the production well. 

Peak Shaving of Power by Compressed 
Air Storage 

This concept involves the evacuation of a deep
seated cavity to dryness. Compressed air would 
then be stored in the cavity during off-peak periods 
of electrical consumption. The compression would 
be augmented by the ambient temperature of the 

Oiagram showing the installa
tion of a pad for protection of 
the cavity roof, along with 
piping designed to eliminate 
heat loss from the rising 
column of hot brine. 
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cavity with a resultant increase in the pressure-of 
the stored air due to the increase in temperature. 
The exit well is capped until a peak power period . i 
when the heated high-pressure air is returned m t 
drive a generator and produce extra power. This' t 
concept can have a number of variations with rom.. t 
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Geothermal Heat Exchanger 
After a cavity has been excavated in a salt dome I 

by either a single- or multi-\vell system, the .br;oe. ~ 
can be displaced or replaced by a salt-insolubk f 
heat exchanger fluid. This fluid in a relatively cooi .f 
state would be injected into the cavity through an . 
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injection well and extracted from an insulated re
;:O\'cr:' well. The hot fluid would be passed through 
.1 he:lt exchanger on the surface and then returned 

energy en-
:.lil no air, water or thermal pollution of any type. 
From time to time, as plastic flows tend to close the 
:.ldh·, it will be necessary to dissolve additional 
lU<1Iltities of salt. This would be required so that 
:he retention time in the cavity wiII give the volume 
0i fh:id flowing through the system adequate time 
tJ heat. 

steam Generation 

:\. calculated volume of water could be injected 
into a deep-seated hot cavity which had been 
emptied of fluids. The water would travel down a 
;,)ng injection pipe, through increasing geothermal 
,emperature, and would be in a pre-heated condi
tion as it entered the cavity. Based on heat flow into 
:.~e cavity and the surface area of salt exposed in 
:he cavity, the calculated volumes of water intro
Cuced would produce calculated volumes of steam 
which then pass through an insulated recovery well 
nd enter a steam turbine to nroduce electrical 
f:lergy. The shape and size of the cavity could be 
:::ade to recover maximum quantity of steam per 
~:lit \'olume of the cavity. 

Geothermal Chemical Retort 

Various endothermic reacticns can be cflused by 
~le i!::roduction of specific chemicals into a bet, dry 
(lrit,·. Bv equipping the well 'Tith concentric 
5:rings of" tubing: ~nllitiple reclctants in calculated 
nlumes can be introduced into the geothermal 

retort. Althour:th salt is inert to many 
~als, some care ,,~uid be necessary in the 

;dection of reactants and the resultant products. 
. tic agents could be installed in the cavity. 

Geothermal cavities in salt would be impervious 
most chemicals, with little or no chance of fluid 

in the cavity itself. 

othermaJ Water Purification 

This concept envisions the introduction of a 
or polluted water into a hot deep-seated 

which had previollsly been evacuated to dry
:'I. recovery well could carry steam which 
produce po\ver and recover potable water. 

These concepts will demonstrate how this under
d energy source may be used for economic 
es. Of course, as in all other new concepts, 

would be some trial and error. Nonetheless, 
vast geothermal energy resource in the salt 

will find various uses. For the formation of 
cavity, and the utilization of energy, salt will 

a much easier product to handle. Dome salt has 
that approaches 99 percent in many cases and 

impurity is mainly calcium sulphate. In some in-
s the effiuent will be a marketable com
" thus completely avoiding all pollution prob-

SNGINEERS 

lems. Other geothermal brine contains numerous 
basic and acid radicals which create pollution and 

tional in the of the effluent. 
eated origin of. the salt 

domes, sometimes reaching 10 to 12 mi under
ground, the energy will continue to be replenished 
in almost inexhaustible quantities. The rate of sup
ply and demand must be balanced. 

Conclusions: 
In view of America's future energy needs, it ap

pears that we will eventually turn to the salt domes 
of Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi and Alabama for a 
sizeable portion of our needs. Here, unlike exhaust
ible reserves of oil and gas, is a vast reserve of al
most inexhaustible energy. To properly and fully 
develop this "pipeline" of power \vill require crea
tivity, innovation, capital, and time. .Many known 
problems and even more numerous unknown prob
lems will be encountered where answers will be 
needed. 
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